FIRST YEAR AWARD LIST 2018-2019

Dean's Gold Scholar
Daniel Moholia

Dean’s Silver Scholar
Emma Wall

Dean’s Bronze Scholar
Thomas Sabourin

Aird & Berlis LLP Student Award for Overall Academic Achievement
Daniel Moholia

Borden Ladner Gervais Professional Excellence Award
Darian Baskatawang

Senator Frank Carrel Upper Year Scholarship
shared by
Samantha Bondoux
and
Emilie Dillon
and
Cassandra Hebert-Vendramini
and
William Hebert-Vendramini
and
Samantha Spector
and
two second-year students
and
five third-year students
David Sabbath Scholarship
Emma Wall

Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP Prize in Public Law
Timothy Schjerning

Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP Prize in Torts
Emma Wall

The Law 1965 Award
Shira Dveris

Law 1966 Scholarship in Contract Law
Emma Wall

McCarthy Tetrault LLP Scholarship
Rhiannon McNamara

George Norman Leipnik Award in Professional Responsibility & Skills Training
Sean Kissick

McDougall-Watson Memorial Award
shared by
Jordon Bond
and
Jacqueline Boutros
and
Quinn Brown
and
Megan Dawson
and
Tayler Farrell
and
Rachel Hung
and
Meghan Huskisson-Snider
and
Sezen Izer
Newton Rowell Entrance Scholarship in Law

Maria Reisdorf
and
Kathy Zi Yue Jiang

Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP Scholarship

Thomas Sabourin

R.W. Leonard Scholarship in Law

Sean Kissick

Spark Award

Taylor Barton

The David and Pearl Tobias Entrance Scholarship

Alessandra Harkness

William S. O’Hara Prize in Criminal Law

Sezen Izer

Queen’s Law Prize in Constitutional Law

shared by

Samantha Bondoux
and
Sean Kissick
and
Luke Sabourin
and
Tim Schjerning
and
Dakota Secours
and
Marc Vani
and
Mingqi Zhang
Queen’s Law Prize in Contracts
shared by
Samantha Bondoux
and
Ruofan Cui
and
Sarah Kemp
and
Rayna Lew
and
Tamara Mitterer
and
Aicha Raeburn-Cherradi
and
Lee Starr
and
Felix Suen
and
Emma Wall
and
Mingqi Zhang

Queen’s Law Prize in Criminal Law
shared by
Emilie Dillon
and
Sezen Izer
and
Dylan Yegendorf
and
Kisook Yoo

(continued)
Queen’s Law Prize in Legal Skills
shared by
Carlos Faustino
and
Monika Kolodziej
and
Daniel Moholia
and
Aicha Raeburn-Cherradi
and
Michael Robson
and
Lindsay Toth
and
Li Zhu

Queen’s Law Prize in Property
shared by
Michelle de Haas
and
Emma Hamer
and
Rhiannon McNamara
and
Daniel Moholia
and
Mark Pedersen
and
Thomas Sabourin

Queen’s Law Prize in Public Law
shared by
Michelle de Haas
and
Cameron Rogers
and
Timothy Schjerning
and
Lindsay Toth
Queen’s Law Prize in Torts
shared by
Jenai Kleiman
and
Deniz Samadi
and
Emma Wall
and
Dylan Yegendorf